Enhancing Peer Review Excellence

Bentham Science Publishers, the largest academic journal and eBook publisher from the Gulf Region, has always based its success on rigorous and highly effective double-blind peer review. All Bentham peer reviewers are selected from a database of more than 80,000 verified researchers who all have h-indices greater than 5. Editors at Bentham (as well as submitting authors) are never involved in peer reviewer selection.

Building on this emphasis on peer review excellence, Bentham Science Publishers are delighted to announce a new partnership with industry leader ReviewerCredits. Bentham Science is proud to become the first major academic publisher to add all their 165 journals to the ReviewerCredits database. This means that Bentham peer reviewers will now have the opportunity to be doubly rewarded and recognized for their considerable efforts working on articles: Once a reviewer registers to the Bentham in-house manuscript processing system they will have the opportunity to register as a verified reviewer on ReviewerCredits. The innovative ReviewerCredits reviewer search will now be available to Bentham Science journals and will further ensure rigorous and industry-leading peer review standards.

Dr. Frans Lettenstrom
Bentham’s Sales Director and instigator of the Swedish Library Consortium

“Since Bentham was founded in the 1990s, peer review has always been at the center of all our operations. Bentham Science Publishers was ‘founded by scientists, for scientists.’”

Dr. Sven Fund
ReviewerCredits’ Managing Director

“We are happy to welcome reviewers from all Bentham journals to ReviewerCredits and provide them with cross-publisher recognition of their important work.”

Learn More About ReviewerCredits
Reviewer Credits is the global network that recognizes and rewards the vital contribution peer reviewers make to scientific publishing. The Berlin-based sciencetech company collaborates with international publishing houses and research institutes and is home to more than 25,000 reviewers. For more details, see www.reviewercredits.com

Learn More About Bentham Science
Bentham Science is a science, technology, and medical publisher, providing academic researchers and industrial professionals with the latest information in diverse fields of science and technology. Our more than 160 peer-reviewed scholarly journals and more than 3,000 eBooks (under the Bentham Books brand) have an ever-increasing readership of millions of researchers worldwide. For more details, see www.benthamscience.com